Older residents’ experiences of islandness, identity and precarity: Ageing on Waiheke Island
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Abstract: Island living can entail many difficult or challenging experiences for individual residents, as well as for island communities at large. We use a multifaceted understanding of precarity and resilience to conceptualise these island challenges, as experienced by older island residents. We focus on Waiheke Island, an offshore island that sits within the greater Auckland area, where experiences of entangled precarities can be observed. Our work explores older renters’ experiences on Waiheke Island in order to understand how uncertainties related to ageing, housing and community may influence experiences of islandness, especially as the island’s community and environment change in response to recent influxes of tourists and new residents. By reviewing local media reports and conducting two phases of interviews with older renters, we investigate the intersecting precarities of island residence, rental tenure and older age in this rapidly changing island context. Findings illustrate the complexity of home, community and identity-related aspects of island life. Participants’ experiences of islandness were influenced by multifaceted precarities in their personal situations and in the broader island community. Despite these challenges, older island renters drew resilience from their enjoyable engagements with places and people, and their emotional attachments to their island home.
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Introduction

In light of recent interest in the social distinctiveness, community, and identity dynamics of island contexts (e.g. Baldacchino, 2012, 2018; Burholt et al., 2013; Kearns & Collins, 2016; Róin, 2014), we investigate precariously placed residents’ experiences of *islandness* (Baldacchino, 2004, 2012; Grydehøj, 2017) and the island as ‘home’. With this understanding of the particularities of conducting research in an island setting, we ask how experiences of distance and difference can amount to ‘precarity’ in residents’ individual and collective experiences of island life and community. We focus in particular on an example of older renters on Waiheke Island, located 35 minutes by ferry from downtown Auckland, New Zealand, and the most populous of Auckland’s offshore islands.

We take the view that islandness is both central to the experience of renting and ageing on Waiheke, as well as to providing the context within which these experiences are placed. In other words, bearing in mind that different kinds of islands have different qualities (Grydehøj, 2019), the material expression of islandness often gives rise to expressions of “boundedness, smallness, isolation and fragmentation” (Baldacchino, 2018, p. xxv). Yet these are necessary but insufficient ingredients for considering contexts of remote or peripheral island life. Rather, subjective experience is central, with islandness adding nuance to the contours of human experience. We therefore consider islandness to be a potential source of challenge, uncertainty and precarity (Waite, 2009) in residents’ everyday lives. Waiheke Island is characterised by relatively small neighbourhoods, rural open farmland, wineries and vineyards, and a mixture of rocky and sandy beaches. Its holiday ‘feel’, tourist appeal and detachment from mainland Auckland’s busyness contribute to an idealised island image and identity. The Waiheke Community Board’s *Essentially Waiheke* (2016) report describes the island’s “passionate, vocal [...] resourceful” community of people who share a “special sense of belonging [... and are] proud of their status as Waihekeans.” Once home to “longer-term alternative life-stylers,” Waiheke was historically dubbed a “refuge for the bad, the sad and the mad” and a “hippie hangout” (characteristics that still prevail, albeit to a lesser extent) (Bailey, 2017; Little, 2016). More recently, Waiheke’s popularity as a tourism destination has sharply increased over the last 20 years, largely due to enhanced accessibility (faster and more frequent ferries) from mainland Auckland, as well as increased online awareness of Waiheke’s scenery, vineyards and art installations, among other features. In 2017, the island was rated by Lonely Planet as the fourth-best island in the world, as well as being Trip Advisor’s best island to visit in the South Pacific. Waiheke has been part of Auckland City since 1989, yet residents are generally more focussed on their collective identity than that of the city at large. Hence, in terms of relational islandness, Waiheke is, on balance, “island conscious and mainland unconscious,” as Hong (2017, p. 7) observed for Zhuhai in China.

Behind the glossy island-idyll veneer, however, steeply rising property values and rental costs have mirrored mainland Auckland’s housing crisis. On the island, the effects of Auckland’s ‘super-heated’ housing market have been amplified by Waiheke’s relative isolation, boundedness and desirability for visitors and prospective new residents. Parallel to this concern is the seasonality of the rental market on Waiheke, with reports of renters being tied to short-term tenancy contracts and/or being forced from rental homes prior to the summer tourist season (Auckland DHB, 2016; *Gulf News*, 2016d). The island’s population can swell to 14,000+ over summer; almost double its permanent population of 8,238
Island contexts have distinctive environmental, accessibility and community characteristics that can influence residents’ experiences of ageing and everyday life (Burholt et al., 2013; Coleman & Kearns, 2015). While many aspects of this ‘islandness’ are desired and appreciated by residents, the challenges associated with island life, and the insecurities more generally associated with rental tenure, involve multiple overlapping precarities and related expressions of resilience in older age. Waite (2009, p. 426) explains that a precariously placed individual’s everyday experiences are “characterized by uncertainty and insecurity.” While daily life unavoidably entails some level of risk or uncertainty, a range of intersecting factors can heighten precarity for some places, individuals and communities (Grenier et al., 2015; Nowicki, 2017). Previous research (Groot et al., 2017; Harris & Nowicki, 2018; Waite, 2009) has highlighted the complexity of precarious experiences, which can encompass the uncertainties and insecurities associated with financial and housing environment situations, personal and health circumstances, and social and community dynamics of everyday life. In this sense, precarity can be a ‘backdrop’ to a person’s daily life, coming to the fore in particularly uncertain situations, or it may take more of a leading role in a person’s routines, social activities and sense of place. The combined effects of these different aspects of precarity can have variable implications in people’s everyday lives (McKee et al., 2017). We are particularly interested in how such multifaceted precarity is manifested and experienced in place (Waite, 2009), and especially at two levels of place: the localised scale of the dwelling, and the broader scale of the island community.

Interrelated and overlapping dimensions of precarity and resilience are evident in ageing, housing and island experiences. Considering precarity and resilience in tandem can minimise the potential for precariously placed people to be stigmatised or seen as passive victims in the face of uncertainty and insecurity (DeVerteuil & Golubchikov, 2016; McKee et al., 2017; Pendall et al., 2012; Worth, 2016). Pendall et al. (2012, p. 272) define resilience as “success under stress.” Wiles et al. (2012, pp. 416–417) explain this concept in more depth, noting that resilience is “multidimensional and contextualised,” entailing “individual and environmental factors” that form the resources a person may draw on in order to “successfully cope[e] with adversity.” Beyond the potentially passive notion of ‘coping’, resilience can also involve more active means of overcoming difficulties or changing one’s circumstances (DeVerteuil & Golubchikov, 2016). Understood in this way, resilience refers to adaptability,
resourcefulness and agency; the human reactiveness and responsiveness that may be observed in the activities and routines of people who are precariously placed. Such resilience may be related to personal considerations (e.g., individual preferences, health or financial circumstances), environmental factors (e.g., housing, neighbourhood), and social support and connections (e.g., friends, family, community services) (Wiles et al., 2012).

Islands can be precarious places where residents may encounter financial, housing, social and health-related challenges. The cost of living can be driven up on islands by tourism popularity and freight costs related to distance from a major city or mainland, meaning residents may face financial challenges, especially regarding affordability of everyday needs, such as food and housing (Brown & Cave, 2010; Green, 2005; Pritchard, 2013). These heightened costs can be particularly problematic for residents with insecure or low income, including retirees. Relatedly, distance from mainland healthcare facilities can be problematic for some islanders, especially older residents or others who may experience heightened need for these services (Róin, 2014). Moreover, Botterill (2016) noted that older British migrants’ experience of widely romanticised island retirement aspirations in Thailand could be undermined by precarious and insecure housing tenure, even if the house itself was physically ‘luxurious’ and satisfied their needs. In this sense, tenure security, housing quality and retirement plans can be seen as intersecting in older people’s variable experience of precarity.

The bounded and distanced nature of an island can also have complex and variable implications for residents’ social lives. Islandness can exacerbate the shrinking of an older person’s support network, given that moving off-island, or having friends/family move off-island, can place distance, time and financial barriers between the older person and their friends and family (Coleman, 2012; Róin, 2015). Alternatively, older people may also be supported and enabled by a cohesive community, as can commonly (although not always) be found within island settings (Hay, 2006). Place attachment and enjoyment of the island landscape can also bolster older islanders’ resilience and wellbeing (Coleman & Kearns, 2015; Róin 2015). Such enjoyment of islandness can again be precarious, however, in light of island gentrification and arrival of new residents and visitors who might be perceived to alter the collective identity and community character (Baldacchino, 2012).

Thus, an island context can contribute to older residents’ precarity and their resilience, with variable implications that are largely contingent on personal circumstance (Bates et al., 2019; Burholt et al., 2013; Coleman & Kearns, 2015). Islands are places where experience(s) of precarity can be both expected, and adapted to, by island residents (Brown, 2017; Burholt et al., 2013). In this paper, we apply this conceptualisation of precarity and resilience as intertwined and multifaceted, in order to understand how islandness is experienced by precariously placed older renters. In considering potential precarities of renting in older age, we view Waiheke’s island context as an intensifier of both the housing context and of experiences of place attachment, collective identity and community change.

**Ambiguous island experiences**

The social and aesthetic appeal of islands to visitors and new residents can give rise to changes, tensions and challenges within an island community. Tourism can be beneficial to island economies, but may also contribute to a sense of lost community and identity, especially when residents feel outnumbered, if not displaced, by visitors who are felt to be changing or...
contradicting the island’s character (Baldacchino, 2012; Burholt et al., 2013; Hay, 2006). Tourism can bring the introduction (or imposition) of tourist-specific facilities, and social and environmental problems related to increased visitor numbers (Brown & Cave, 2010; Green, 2005). In these ways, tourism can be seen to amplify precarity for island places, residents, communities and identities. It can result in ‘bridging’ (literally or figuratively) between the island and the mainland, with enhanced accessibility decreasing an island’s insularity and isolation, thereby altering aspects of its community character and landscape (Baldacchino, 2012; Hay, 2006). Increased accessibility between an island and its mainland can result in changes to the island population and popularity, as has been observed for Waiheke. As Leung et al. (2017) discussed with respect to Hong Kong, these changes can have implications not only for residents’ sense of community, distance and difference from the mainland, but also lead to changing environmental and economic effects as new developments and infrastructure are introduced.

Older residents often enjoy island life for the same reasons these places have tourist appeal. While many older residents are ‘long-term islanders’, who have formed strong place attachments over many years (Coleman, 2012; Róin, 2014, 2015), for some an island can be seen as a desirable retirement destination despite having little or no previous connections to the island (Bell, 2017). The motivations and interests for tourists and older ‘retirement migration’ residents overlap, especially in terms of their enjoyment of scenic landscapes and a general sense of wellbeing experienced in/through island places (Burholt et al., 2013; Coleman & Kearns, 2015; Hay, 2006). Such benefits to wellbeing and enjoyment of islandness can contribute to older people’s resilience in island settings.

Islands can also have ‘darker’ connotations behind their idealised “imag(in)ery” (Burholt et al., 2013; see also Baldacchino, 2012; Bell, 2017; Hay, 2006). Previous work has considered detention centres (Mountz, 2011), tourism-driven community displacement (Green, 2005) and population decline (Royle & Scott, 1996) on islands. Moreover, despite being favoured retirement destinations, islands are typically distanced from a range of key ageing-related facilities and services. Such challenges can amount to an on-island amplification of the precarities associated with ageing and rental tenure elsewhere, with older island residents often encountering rising living costs, limited healthcare facilities and isolation from family and friends residing off-island (Bates et al., 2019; Botterill, 2016; Coleman et al., 2016; Gould & Moon, 2000; Hay, 2006). Yet Coleman and Kearns (2015) explain that island ‘bluespaces’ can also contribute to older islanders’ life enjoyment, sense of place and personal identity, and ultimately their wellbeing. We contend that such positive island experiences can contribute to older islanders’ resilience in the face of ‘darker’ aspects of island life, including community, housing and ageing-related precarities.

**Context**

As of 2013 Waiheke had 8,238 permanent residents, 34.1% of whom were over 55 years of age (considerably higher than the Auckland regional and national New Zealand proportions: 21.9% and 25.9% respectively). Located within the Greater Auckland region (see Figure 1), Waiheke has been part of Auckland City since 1989. Ongoing resistance to ties to the mainland prevails, with continued efforts by some community groups to re-establish independent governance on the island (*Gulf News*, 2016d).
With a recent surge in tourism popularity, Waiheke is rapidly changing to accommodate influxes of visitors and (typically much wealthier) new residents. The acceptance or even promotion of “economic diversity” (Waiheke Community Board, 2016) has been unsettling and displacing for some ‘old Waihekean’ residents (Little, 2016). Although the island retains its distinctive identity and reputation as a retreat, changes are highly visible in places—particularly in the contrast between older or ‘traditional’ Waiheke baches (holiday cottages) and newer, typically larger and more luxurious, residences. Waiheke has become an intensified outpost of Auckland, with its housing unaffordability often mirroring, if not amplifying, many of the issues being experienced on the urban mainland.

Waiheke’s prevailing reputation, tourism promotion and collective community identity paint a picture of social harmony, creativity and environmental beauty that amounts to an island idyll. The island’s inequalities tend to be unseen, or at least under-recognised. As the Auckland District Health Board’s Waiheke Island Service Review (2016) notes, many of Waiheke’s houses are converted holiday dwellings, never intended for year-round residence. These houses are frequently un(der)insulated, and/or may have long-standing maintenance problems. In addition to such housing quality concerns, Waiheke’s ageing population, combined with an under-supply of some health and ageing services, and distance to mainland facilities, can make it a particularly challenging place for older islanders. For those who are
renters, these difficulties may be compounded by insecure or short-term tenancies and higher rental costs than are typically charged in less tourism-oriented places. Given Waiheke’s bounded community context and high-pressure housing market, our concern is to explore the potential precarities and inequalities within the island community, lying behind its otherwise idealised image and identity.

**Methods**

To explore issues of renting and ageing within this complicated island context, we employed qualitative research methods (interviews and narrative analysis) to ask: *How is islandness experienced by precariously placed older residents?* We were specifically interested in the intersecting precarities faced by those who are ageing in rented housing within the island context. We defined ‘older people’ as aged 55+, recognising that ageing is an ongoing process that can affect people’s decisions and activities before formally retiring from employment (Costa-Font et al., 2009; Craciun & Flick, 2014).

**Data collection**

To provide a sense of Waiheke’s unique context, we began by reviewing media reports published in the island’s newspaper, the *Gulf News* (2016–17), concerning social and community issues and local housing concerns. Following the approach used by Lawrence et al. (2008), we initially identified keywords of particular relevance, including ‘housing’, ‘renting’, ‘ageing’ and ‘community’. Analysis of the 32 articles identified in our searches entailed close reading and comparison of the media reports, with particular attention paid to themes of island identity and characteristics, housing, and social and community support. Contemporaneous with this media survey, we made initial visits to key social and health services on the island. These enabled us to further understand the current ageing and renting context, and also distribute informational flyers to older renters. These potential participants could then contact the researchers for more information or to arrange an interview time (an indirect recruitment method approved by the institutional ethical committee).

In order to understand more closely the experiences of older renters within the Waiheke context, we conducted two phases of interviews: the first involving thirteen older renters, and the second involving five of these participants in follow-up interviews. Phase 1 interviews were approximately 1.5 hours in duration, with two interviewers present to facilitate a comfortable and conversational ‘flow’. Interview questions explored issues of tenure security, residential mobility, dwelling quality, community involvement, health and ageing and experiences of island life. Information was also collected regarding socio-demographic details, specific housing characteristics and access to or use of community amenities.

While undertaking the initial interviews with older renters, the first and second authors took extensive handwritten notes, rather than audio-recording. This decision was made on account of the sensitive and confidential nature of the topics discussed. The presence of two interviewers enabled thorough handwritten notes to be recorded and later discussed and corroborated, thus ensuring interview details were recorded accurately and in-depth. As also noted in other research contexts (e.g., Garg, 2006; Stake, 1995), our thorough handwritten notes enabled accurate documentation of the ideas expressed during the interview conversation, as well as a number of direct quotations. Non-recording of interviews was
intended to encourage and put at ease participants who might otherwise be tentative to discuss potentially emotionally fraught topics in a more formal setting. Putting participants at ease in this way was particularly important in this fieldwork given the highly sensitive and emotional nature of some of the matters discussed (including ambiguous experiences of home, financial or housing insecurity, and health and family circumstances) (Clarke, 2006; Liamputtong, 2007; McGarrol, 2017). Moreover, non-recording of these initial interviews enabled the greatest protection of participants’ identity given the unique challenge of conducting interviews in a small island community, where anonymity could be easily compromised because most participants were familiar with each other. These interviews generated rich personal narratives, with transcripts for each Phase 1 interview being 20-30 handwritten pages in length.

In Phase 2, semi-structured interviews explored the issues raised in Phase 1 in more depth, with conversations lasting 1-2 hours. Follow-up participants were selected based on the diversity of their housing quality and residential mobility experiences, as well as their willingness to be re-interviewed and their eligibility (continued residence on the island). Questions were open-ended and conversational, enabling participants to share their stories in their own way (Liamputtong, 2007). Having established a sense of trust and rapport during the initial phase of data collection, follow-up participants felt comfortable providing written consent for audio-recording of Phase 2 interviews. These recordings were subsequently transcribed in full by the interviewer, as soon as possible after the interview, resulting in 10-14 typed pages of narrative data for each follow-up interview.

Narrative data analysis
We analysed our qualitative data through undertaking a close reading of individual participants’ accounts, as well as drawing out common themes across different participants’ experiences (see Maxwell & Chmiel, 2014). This approach meant that we could preserve congruence within individual stories, while also establishing similarities and comparisons across participants’ accounts within the data set. Narratives from both interview phases were grouped by prevailing themes that we identified in our interviews, as well as those identified in the media review and in relevant academic literature. We have selected illustrative quotations, presented below, to provide insights into participants’ experiences. Observational notes, made as soon as possible after each interview, were also utilised during analysis to facilitate a deep and holistic understanding of each participant’s personal context (Kearns, 2016; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Examples of supplementary information that was drawn from post-interview notes included the tone and pace of the interview, physical housing characteristics and the details of particularly emotional conversations.

Results: a media review
The Gulf News, Waiheke’s local newspaper, plays an important role in circulating information about current affairs and events on the island and provides a useful insight into Waiheke’s context and community. It contributes to (re)production of the island identity, and is regarded fondly by many island residents. Our search of the Gulf News online database identified 32 relevant media reports (2016-17) that discussed issues associated with housing, renting, ageing
and community. We have grouped the media reporting relevant to our investigation of island precarity and resilience around three themes: island identity and changing characteristics; housing availability and affordability; and community support. We explore each of these themes in this section, before presenting and discussing our older renters’ experiences of Waiheke Island.

Island identity and characteristics

Owing, perhaps, to a strongly defined collective identity on the island, a striking majority of local media reports and opinion pieces made some reference to Waiheke’s community characteristics and distinctiveness. Some commented on its scenic and environmental qualities (e.g., Gulf News, 2017e, 2017i), while others observed the community’s strong artistic interests (e.g., Gulf News, 2017f) and political engagement (e.g., Gulf News, 2017g, 2017l). In most cases these aspects of island life and identity were perceived to be threatened. Many local residents, activists and reporters felt that the nature of the island was changing, or even “disappearing” with the increased numbers of tourists, new residents, more frequent ferry sailings, private helipads and diminished community spirit (Gulf News, 2017a, 2017j, 2017k, 2017m).

Further, tensions between the values and lifestyles of tourist visitors and those of many island residents were frequently highlighted. As one Gulf News commentator explained: “Few of us here want to be judged on the tribal behaviour of some of our summer visitors. Selfies with chardonnay and the helicopter are not our resting state” (Gulf News, 2017b). Such us-and-them distinctions were used in local media descriptions with respect to the ‘tourists’ and ‘residents’ binary, as well as between “old” and “new” Waihekeans, and also between permanent island residents and second-home owners residing primarily off-island (Gulf News, 2016b, 2017b, 2017j, 2017f). Thus, what is often portrayed and imagined as a harmonious and supportive small-island community can be fragmented, strained and made precarious by tensions between different groups of residents and visitors.

Housing on Waiheke

Local media also paid considerable attention to issues of housing availability, affordability and quality; all pertinent concerns in the Waiheke context given that many of the island’s dwellings are converted holiday dwellings never intended for year-round residence. In addition to the contrast between ‘up-market’ mansions and lower-quality housing, there were reports of some island residents being literally homeless or living in emergency accommodation, or informal dwellings including non-self-contained cabins, tents, cars and houseboats (e.g., Gulf News, 2016a, 2016b, 2016c).

One commentary explained how housing pressures were slowly changing the community from “complete” to “elite,” with implications for people’s ability to live and work on the island (Gulf News, 2016a). The writer mentioned that such challenges could be exacerbated by high vacancy rates during the off-peak season, with elite holiday houses being “hollow […] ghost homes” for large portions of the year, while less-wealthy residents struggled to afford rent increases or were ‘forced’ to move off-island in pursuit of available and affordable housing (Gulf News, 2016a, 2016b, 2017c). Local reports indicated that these housing precarities were especially prevalent among young families, single parents and older people (Gulf News, 2016a, 2016b, 2017d). A mismatch was also observed between the types of housing available on the island, and the types of people seeking accommodation. In
particular, the paper reported that Waiheke’s higher-than-average proportion of single people living alone commonly struggled to find, afford and remain living in suitable accommodation, largely due to financial pressures (Gulf News, 2016a, 2016b).

Social and community support
In response to these housing and affordability stresses, the community has rallied to support fellow residents. This outpouring of support reflects what has been described in general reporting of island events and social issues as Waiheke’s “far from perfect, but [...] strong and caring community” (Gulf News, 2017g). This caring community has been manifested in a range of non-governmental services and community organisations. The Gulf News has often promoted and advocated for these groups, especially during fundraising events or times of heightened challenges within the community. One initiative highlighted is “The Doctor’s Wallet”: a ferry ticket and NZ$10 cash package distributed by general practitioners to help with travel and sustenance expenses for patients requiring hospital treatment in Auckland (Gulf News, 2017h). The same article also described how the Waiheke Red Cross coordinates the island-wide delivery of Meals on Wheels to elderly and disabled residents, and financial or practical assistance to households struggling with housing costs (Gulf News, 2017h). These initiatives rely on donations and volunteer labour from the local community. Despite often observing the challenges and tensions within Waiheke’s population, the Gulf News also frequently highlighted how supportive values remain visible and important to collective identity and community life, thus upholding the resilience of the island’s residents and community.

Results: older renters’ narratives
Interviews with older renters on Waiheke provided an in-depth experiential understanding of island life and the changing community. Participants ranged from 56 to 73 years of age (mean 65.7 years), including ten women and three men (all referred to using pseudonyms, assigned randomly upon completion of data collection). Weekly rent payments ranged from NZ$50 to NZ$400 (mean NZ$262), with five paying more than NZ$350. Eight resided in stand-alone houses at the time of our interviews, while three lived in semi-detached units and two were in informal shelters. Participants’ lengths-of-residence on the island ranged from 1 to 40 years (mean 17.7 years), with most (7/13) having lived there for more than 15 years. The following sections explore their experiences of life on Waiheke Island.

Enjoyment of island life
Consistent with many of the ideas highlighted in local media reports, participants described their enjoyment of a range of island experiences. These included Waiheke’s small neighbourhoods, ocean views, proximity to multiple beaches and a strong sense of community. Some of these island and community aspects were said to be unique to Waiheke; as Caroline noted, “the island just has something special about it.” Others articulated this ‘specialness’ more specifically:

I like the sea views, I can walk to the beach. It’s an excellent community, it has the spirit of [...] donating things, everybody gets together, we are united. (Eliza)
I’ve been coming here from a young age, we had brilliant holidays here. Waiheke is like home. [...] I’m not a city person, I like looking at the trees, birds, dogs. I love Waiheke. (Rose)

[I like] everything about it; it’s home. [...] If someone you know needs something, you help – it’s just the old Waiheke community way. (Aroha)

These expressions of Waiheke’s ‘special’ qualities clearly, if indirectly, invoke its islandness, extending beyond its material scenery and landscape to include valued aspects of social cohesion and community. For some, the island’s beaches were felt to be special as sites that are unique to the island, and seen to reflect Waiheke’s community identity and reputation. Beaches also facilitated social interactions, thereby contributing to participants’ enjoyment of island life. As Belle explained:

People are friendly, you can chat with strangers at [the beach]. We have wonderful conversations, especially if you’re [going for a walk] on your own. My husband has “beach friends” who he sees when he’s walking the dog. (Belle)

In addition to Waiheke’s beaches, older island residents identified other special places that contributed to their enjoyment of the islandness of their home and community. Three participants made specific mention of the island cinema (filled with donated furniture) as a community place that facilitates social opportunities. It was identified as a meeting place that encapsulates the island’s character:

The cinema is a community asset. It’s an intimate space, I love the theatre, it promotes social activity and community. (Georgina)

A friend and I go to the movies together [...] [she] has health problems [...] [and] I can’t really afford to participate and go places, but I go without meals to be able to pay for the movies. (Eliza)

Despite affordability and living cost challenges, the beaches, cinema and other ‘special’ community spaces provide opportunities for socialising, and can play a key role in older people’s enjoyment of life on Waiheke. Moreover, it seems that Waiheke’s distinctive collective identity is related to its distance from the mainland, and this separation was experienced positively by older residents, as Donna explained:

Waiheke is like a different world. [...] When I was commuting, you could get on the ferry and slip the rope, leave the hustle and bustle. It’s a friendly and supportive place, a close-knit community. [...] [I like] the ambience, the birdlife, peace and quiet. (Donna)

Waiheke’s distinctiveness compared to mainland Auckland fuelled many residents’ emotional attachment to the island as ‘home’ and as a place where they would like to age. However, while such place attachment and familiarity with the island community are
resources older people may draw resilience from (Wiles et al., 2012, 2017), being at home on the island was also inherently precarious. Participants explained challenges associated with Waiheke’s distance from hospitals and other healthcare and ageing services.

In-home support systems are available on-island, but more specialised healthcare facilities and medical appointments typically involve a ferry trip to Auckland. As Wallis remarked, he “only go[es] into town for the hospital.” Others also commented on the challenges and uncertainties posed by their reliance on mainland Auckland’s medical facilities, especially in older age, despite their enjoyment of island life:

The island is ideal for ageing […] [unless] you’ve got major health concerns, [then] you end up [in Auckland]. But if it’s just old age […] it’s the best place in the world! […] You don’t need a vehicle, […] we’re surrounded by the ocean, not much pollution. […] I don’t think town is a healthy place for anybody. (Rose)

Access to health services is important [for older people]. There’s [few] […] doctors or physio[therapist]s on Waiheke. This is especially a problem as it’s expensive to travel to Auckland, and hard to schedule different appointments on the same day so you can take time off work. […] Ferry costs are unfriendly to people who are unwell. (Felicite)

In addition to time- and cost-related challenges, city-bound medical trips can be stressful, especially for those who do not often visit the mainland. Although participants spoke mostly about short-term trips to the city for appointments or hospital stays, some older residents are forced to move off-island to receive longer-term or residential care. As Rose mentioned, this places barriers between friends and changes older people’s support networks:

There are too many people being shipped off the island [to receive care]. […] I like to visit [my friend] in hospital in Auckland, but it’s so expensive on the ferry and the bus. […] She’s screaming to get back, she misses her quilting group, her embroidery group, everything about home.

For Rose and her friend, the distance between the island and the hospital placed distance in their friendship. Moving out of a familiar community disrupted the mutual support arrangements Rose’s friend had established, and reduced their previously regular contact. Hence, while social connections within a supportive island community can enhance interviewees’ experience of ageing in place, Waiheke’s distance from mainland facilities can add to the precarities associated with older age.

**Island community change**

Parallel to these island challenges, participants particularly disliked changes to the island lifestyle and community. One of the most commonly cited disadvantages of living and ageing on Waiheke was the influx of tourists and ‘new money’. Some attributed the ‘problem’ of Waiheke’s changing character to tangible, material changes observed on the island:
I don't like [...] that it’s becoming very elitist here. [...] It’s almost as busy in winter as in summer now. [...] It’s overwhelming. (Georgina)

A lot of elderly people miss out on having a cup of tea or coffee at the local café. [...] Years ago, we could travel from here to [local café] [...] and [lunch] didn’t break the bank. But then [...] [one day] it [cost] almost the power bill. We never did it again. (Rose)

Waiheke is so changed since I first came here [...] it’s just not the Waiheke I knew anymore. It’s a shame. (Avery)

These changes were perceived to be detrimental to the island’s landscape and community, with implications for residents’ everyday activities and life enjoyment. In addition to these issues, others described changes to the island community and identity in terms of the new residents and the competing ideas and values they were perceived to bring to Waiheke:

It’s not as good as it used to be. [...] The new Waiheke people [...] have a different mindset, they bring city places and ideas into the island and chop down trees. [...] They’re seeking status; they aren’t community-minded. (Caroline)

I like the island’s atmosphere, ambience. It used to be nicer. The people responsible for gentrification are heartless people; they come to show off their wealth and they need the poor here to do that. (Stewart)

There are lots of rich people moving in, with not the same values as old locals. There’s a ‘them’ and ‘us’. They are trying to turn the island into what they’re used to. It’s not fair. I don’t like the empty houses when people need somewhere to live and have to move off the island. (Aroha)

In response to these undesired changes on Waiheke, participants had developed coping strategies and resilience mechanisms to maintain their enjoyment of the island. For some, these strategies involved drawing on local knowledge they had accrued through long-term island residence:

We [Waihekeans], have a whole winter and we can go to the beach, swim and play, take our animals, and there’s a freedom that you can’t have [in summer]. [...] [But] if you live on the island, you know [...] different places where there’s no-one. [...] They might be difficult to get to, [but] there’s a freedom in that. You can’t do that in the city. (Rose)

I’ve been on the island a long time, so I know where to go. [...] If it’s a lovely day and I’m sitting here in the shadow and the gloom, I take myself off to [the beach]. [...] I know a lot of people [...] I’ll go somewhere and invariably run into somebody
I know. [...] All my friends are here, [...] I feel really comfortable [on Waiheke].

(Donna)

These participants’ use of (or retreat to) these “out of the way little places” (Rose) reflects their adaptability in the face of changes and challenges: they adjusted their activities and consumption of island places to minimise the impacts of Waiheke-wide changes in their personal lives. The knowledge these participants had accrued through long-term island residence enabled them to adapt to many changes on Waiheke, allowing them to continue to experience the aspects of island life that might otherwise be ‘lost’ or less accessible with increasing tourism and new (typically wealthier) residents. In this sense, participants were (re)producing island experiences and identities, drawing strength and resilience from aspects of islandness despite the variable changes, challenges and precarities they experienced.

**Discussion**

It is clear that there are precarities inherently associated with life on Waiheke. For older renters, challenges and uncertainties were posed by aspects of Waiheke’s islandness, particularly its distance from some mainland facilities, especially healthcare services. Additionally, some participants were isolated from family and friends in Auckland, especially given the distance between the city and the island, as well as the time and costs associated with ferry trips. Participants also commented on the cost of living on the island, not only in terms of their housing, but also in terms of supermarket pricing, café meals and other activities. These costs were said to have increased in recent times due to an influx of wealthier new residents and tourists—a sentiment also echoed by local media reports. In this sense, the island context intensified the experience of life on Waiheke by heightening some of the precarities associated with ageing and renting in the island context. As the following sections show, uncertainty and change in community and identity dynamics, as well as in personal island residence circumstances, can intersect and combine to produce precarity in the manifestation of islandness and in older island residents’ experiences.

**Precarious community and identity**

Waiheke’s community identity is precarious in that recent tourism growth and an influx of newer, more affluent residents have contributed to perceived shifts in the island’s character, lifestyle and community dynamics. Such changes have implications not only for the island identity and form of the community, but also for individual residents’ experiences of a wide range of desired aspects of islandness identified by previous island studies research, including senses of belonging, place attachment and life enjoyment (Baldacchino, 2012; Burholt et al., 2013). Several participants became tearful while reflecting on how Waiheke had changed since they had first moved to the island. However, for many participants, a strong sense of home and attachment to the island endured despite these changes. They often attributed this to the same long-standing emotional and/or nostalgic connections to island places and people that made them upset to observe changes in their community. All but one expressed a desire to remain on the island “no matter what,” and the two participants who moved off-island during our research period explained that they would have preferred to stay. As Wiles et al. (2017) also note in their work with older people in a mainland context, well-established social
networks, place familiarity, local knowledge and a strong sense of home were resources through which older renters could develop independence and resilience in the face of interrelated precarities. In the Waiheke context, such precarities appear amplified and include those associated with material dimensions of islandness (i.e., boundedness, smallness and relative isolation) as well as the sense of collective disruption and the changing community character as visitor numbers increase and housing unaffordability worsens.

Participants disliked most changes they had observed, and felt acutely the loss of some island places or activities that were no longer accessible or enjoyable to them. In response to these changes, participants described strategies developed to live with or around new residents and visitors. Several noted that, as long-term “old Waihekeans,” they could draw on their local knowledge to ensure their continued enjoyment of the island by visiting favourite places, “secret spots” and isolated beaches away from popular tourist sites. Some participants also explained how their involvement in community mechanisms (e.g., local volunteer work, or offering neighbourly help, support and transport) enabled them to uphold the “old Waihekean way” and maintain their experience of the island community and identity, as also observed by Burholt et al. (2013) in their work with older residents on small Irish islands. Moreover, maintaining community experiences can be seen as a way of preserving a sense of ‘home’ and belonging on the island in the face of personal and island-wide change (Róin, 2015). Relatedly, constructing ‘them’ and ‘us’ distinctions between “old” and “new” Waihekeans or between “locals” and “tourists,” as also evident in media reports and editorials, was a protective resilience strategy expressed by many participants. Through observing and discussing such distinctions, participants could distance themselves from disliked changes on the island, and experience a sense of solidarity with other longer-term Waiheke residents despite influxes of new residents and visitors who were felt to disrupt community values and identity. As Burholt et al. (2013) also observed, in this way resilience to challenges and hardships associated with islandness can be seen as a shared experience, and a key part of island residents’ and communities’ identity. Our conceptualisation of multifaceted and interacting precarity and resilience illuminates the intricacies of older renters’ experiences and responses to the precarious island identity and community. Participants demonstrated their agency and adaptability in the face of complex changes and challenges at the island community scale, as well as at a more individual level.

Precarious islanders

Participants encountered a range of more personalised precarities alongside those observed in the Waiheke community at large. Many of these were related to the distinct and combined uncertainties of older age and insecure rental tenure. As McKee et al. (2017) and Nowicki (2017) note, precarious experiences are diverse and personalised, and it is clear in participants’ stories that the multifaceted (potential) challenges and uncertainties encountered while renting and ageing on Waiheke had variable implications depending on their personal circumstances (see also Grenier et al., 2017).

All 13 participants had experienced some housing challenges or uncertainties, often related specifically to characteristics of Waiheke’s housing stock and market. Housing-related precarities included: low-quality or informal dwellings; dangerous, cold, damp houses or under-converted baches (holiday cottages); insecure, short-term or seasonal tenure; vulnerability to sudden eviction and frequent residential mobility; and struggles finding
alternative accommodation within the high-pressure island housing market. Such diverse island-housing precarities had implications for participants’ sense of security, physical safety, wellbeing, social interactions and general life quality—outcomes of precarious housing also noted in Colic-Peisker et al.’s (2015) Australian study. Compounding these housing precarities, all but one participant mentioned pre-existing, chronic or acute health conditions that, as Clarke & Bennett (2013) also observed, created challenges or uncertainty in daily life in older age. These conditions could be made even more difficult by aspects of the island context, especially distance from mainland hospitals and services or off-island family and friends (Bates et al., 2019; Burholt et al., 2013; Coleman, 2012; Gould & Moon, 2000; Róin, 2014), as well as the emotional stress experienced through housing precarities. Both local media reports and participant accounts indicated that many of these challenges were upheld or exacerbated by the limited and expensive housing options available on Waiheke—issues that stem from its relative accessibility from mainland Auckland and popularity with visitors and new residents.

Older renters explained varied strategies that enabled them to adapt and cope with personal and island-wide housing stresses, ‘making the most of things’ even if not improving their living arrangements. As Hillcoat-Nalletamby and Ogg (2014) and Colic-Peisker et al. (2015) also documented, some sought resilience through moving to alternative accommodation in pursuit of secure, better-quality or more affordable housing. Others felt ‘trapped’ on the island or in low-quality housing, and instead expressed resilience by altering their daily activities and/or some physical attributes of the dwelling (Golant, 2015). While older renters’ experiences of housing precarities were clearly diverse, they were nonetheless underpinned by shared uncertainties that could be managed or adapted to through varied resilience strategies.

Participants explained a range of different strategies that enabled them to ‘get on with things’ in the face of health and ageing uncertainties. When possible, and subject to landlord approval, modifying the dwelling was one resilience tactic that older renters could use to manage their health-meets-housing situation. However, in many cases this was not possible, leading Franklin, Rose and others to seek alternative means of coping with precarity, especially through “accommodative” or “mind” strategies (Golant, 2015) such as maintaining a positive outlook (Wiles et al., 2012). They emphasised that they felt grateful to live on the island, and drew strength and optimism from their enjoyment of the island community and environment, in a similar way to how older homeowners in Coleman and Kearns’ (2015) study coped with ageing-related challenges by enjoying island views and bluespaces. Participants also described community support systems (both formalised and informal) that enabled them to be as happy and independent as they could be during times of ill-health, grief, emotional “breakdowns,” financial strife or when moving house.

Many felt that this support was related to the closeness of the island community and would not be possible in other (especially non-island) places. This view was similarly observed in Róin’s (2015) comparison of older people’s experiences of community support in a city and island context (see also Burholt et al., 2013). Such social support mechanisms are well-recognised resources for resilience, and enabled both (relatively passive) coping with difficult circumstances and (more active) efforts to change one’s situation (Golant, 2015; Worth, 2016). As such, the inherently personal and diverse health and ageing precarities faced by participants
were influenced by Waiheke’s islandness, and experienced and managed differently depending on older renters’ individual circumstances.

**Conclusion**

Our findings have illustrated the combination of uncertainties encountered by older Waiheke renters related to housing, health, ageing, social and community aspects of daily life. We have also observed the intensifying effect of the island context on these multifaceted precarities as they were experienced and responded to by participants. Aspects of Waiheke’s ‘islandness’ had variable implications for older residents’ experiences of ageing depending on their personal, social and health circumstances. For most participants, island challenges did not undermine their sense of home on the island, nor their attachment to the Waiheke community. Older island renters are clearly precariously placed, but participants’ expressions of resilience were evident in their expressions of agency and adaptability in living with or around personal challenges and undesired changes in the island community and landscape (see also Bates et al., 2019).

We have focussed on one island setting characterised by hybrid urban/rural characteristics. However, our attention to precarity has ‘spoken’ to broader processes doubtlessly also at play in other island settings affected by escalating housing costs, tourism pressures and metropolitan influence. Despite noting that the island community and identity “used to be nicer,” precariously placed Waiheke residents in our study remained loyal to their island home and were determined not to leave the place that provided them with a sense of belonging and life enjoyment. This emotional attachment to the island was so strong that it contributed to older renters’ resilience in the face of housing and ageing related precarities. A sense of home on the island could, in some cases, overshadow deeply dissatisfying experiences of place at the more intimate scale of the dwelling as well as disliked changes at the broader scale of the community and identity. We therefore conclude that islands are both precarious and resilient places, where residents and communities may experience multiple overlapping and interacting challenges and opportunities. These precarities, and island residents’ associated assertions of resilience, highlight the complex and variable nature of island life beyond and behind the romanticised island idyll.
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